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Background - Research












SHU concentrates its research strength in specific subject areas of
international standing
Research is largely clustered into 16 research centres and institutes, plus
several specialised research groups (11-13 UOAs).
Key research areas include: material engineering, art and design, sports
science, biomedicine, and economic and social research
2008 RAE - 68% of research rated international quality or above. Rated 6th
for 'research power' of the post-92s
Research funding - majority from commercial, public and third sector
contracts, and European awards, rather than research councils
But in context - third largest HEI in the UK, which aims to be "the best
University for teaching"
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Background - Researcher
Development









28% of academic staff are research-active - 420 REF-considered. 110
ECRs (grade 6-8) and 650 PGRs
Research ethics, funding and support courses for research staff
PhD skills workshops and local research methods workshops for PGRs
But no co-ordinated/strategic researcher development
No Roberts' money and decade long funding curve - provision has been
incremental and sustainable
December 2012 - appointment of a dedicated Researcher Development
Adviser (1 FTE)
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Challenges 1 - Commercial
Pressures













In many disciplines research is contract research, rather than grants
Research is typically quite applied - research outputs are often reports or
products (KT)
Can have little or no time built in to write-up as academic papers - straight
onto the next project to keep income flowing
Can be commercial restrictions on use of the data/findings
Managed in teams as projects - researchers are not always involved in the
whole project lifecycle, sometimes just the 'fieldwork' stage
Individual contributions not always easy to strip out
Especially in the most commercially-orientated areas, the bottom line is key,
while longer-term nurturing of junior researchers is secondary
But being at the sharp end also gives researchers great transferable
business skills and makes them particularly agile and employable
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Challenges 2 - Recognition and
Progression










A minority group and in places very detached (intellectually and physically)
from teaching departments
Researchers can feel 'second class citizens' within the institution compared
to those on teaching contracts
No clear progression pathway from researcher to professor. No routine
senior lecturer equivalent or proper structure above grade 8 - the reader
role is not well understood, widespread or transparent
CROS 2013 - 50.8% disagree or strongly disagree they have opportunities
for promotion and progression (cf 44.6% post-92s and 47.4% UK HEIs)
93% of applicants for a new female career progression mentoring scheme
were research-active, though they make up just 28% of the overall
academic population - indicates progression is a particularly pressing
concern
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Challenges 2b - Recognition in
CROS 2013


"My institution has traditionally been mainly a teaching institution (post-92) and has never valued
research staff unless they are readers or professors! But most people get to these positions
through the lecturer/senior lecturer/principal lecturer route. Support for researchers is only just
beginning."



"I am supported but feel the culture overwhelmingly privileges those on teaching or lecturing
contracts. Although I conduct contract research by winning bids, teach some courses and publish
- I am considered or treated much like a second class citizen to those on lecturer contracts."



"The entire institution is set up to see us as 'lesser beings'... Why do HR and marketing (they who
control the website - our public face) insist on separating 'academics' and 'researchers' when we
are involved in many of the same roles and responsibilities?... The view is often that we are lucky
to have a permanent contract but certainly shouldn't see ourselves as on a par with lecturers - the
'proper' academics!"



"I mostly work on contract research projects. I don't feel that the value of this type of research is
always recognised by the institution."
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Challenges 3 - Brain Drain












Lack of clear progression pathways means there is a struggle to retain the
brightest researchers
Newly appointed research-active staff can move on to other institutions for
more supportive research environments
Research activity in new staff also wanes - within the institution the obvious
path to progression is the teaching route
There is a PERCEPTION that researchers are also less well paid than
teachers - one grade below for comparable positions
Teaching is the University's main business/big revenue generator, so
political pressure/a corporate driver away from research
For researchers not aligned to research centres, teaching is tightly work
planned, whereas research is allocated 23 days a year under the banner of
'self-managed time'
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Challenges 3b - Teaching in CROS


"At the moment I am not valued as a research active member of the staff. I am not given the
opportunity to be engaged in research activities mainly because of the teaching load and
associate administrative and tutoring tasks; however I have been asked to embed research and
transfer knowledge within my teaching!"



"I need more time to research not just teach!"



"All my staff appraisals have been teaching focused"
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Challenges - Discussion


Commercial pressures on researchers (income over outputs)



Lack of internal recognition/prestige and less clear progression pathways



A 'brain drain' to teaching-only roles

Others?
- Research 'outreach'
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Opportunity 1 - Career Satisfaction






o

o



Exceptionally high proportion of researchers on permanent contracts 70.7% (cf post-92s 38.8%, UK HEIs 21.4%)
Long careers within the institution - 36.7% have been at SHU more than 10
years (cf post-92s 26.8%, UK HEIs 24.5%)
Straight Talking Survey (Loughborough University; undertaken 2010,
published by Vitae 2012). Return rate c.50%
Career satisfaction (an average taken from four relevant questions) 79%, cf
56% for all participating institutions
"SHU was indeed something of an outlier", "statistically significantly higher"
and "did stand out from the crowd." "Down to job security and... variety of
work over time"
UCU Researcher Survey (May 2009) - "a clear majority (75%) are fairly or
entirely happy with their current job"
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Opportunity 2 - The Researchers








SHU researchers seem considerably more experienced than those at other
HEIs (CROS questions 23-26)
Collaborating with external organisations, cross-disciplinary work, managing
budgets, project management, grant writing, engagement with
policymakers, knowledge exchange and public engagement are all things
they are much more experienced at than researchers at other institutions.
Only in working with colleagues abroad and publications are they less
experienced
SHU researchers have undertaken more training in most areas (CROS
question 19)
There is appetite (more than 50% would like to undertake) for training in
most areas. SHU researchers also have considerably more interest in
CPD in most areas in comparison with their peers
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Opportunity 3 - Professionalised
PGRs








Inclusive culture - little differentiation between PGRs and ECRs
Contributing researchers - part of the lifeblood of the University's research
community
Relatively high proportion of staff and/or mature candidates
Many PGRs, especially those based in research centres, do applied
research on live projects/contracts - a focus on real world needs and
delivering tangible benefits
Highly employable
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Opportunities - Discussion


High level of career satisfaction



Engaged, capable and agile researchers



Professionalised PGRs



Others?
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Solutions 1 - Researcher
Development Programme











Establishing the SHaRD (Sheffield Hallam Researcher Development)
Programme
A suite of development offerings under the broad themes of: Research
Essentials, Research Skills, Communicating Research, Managing Research
and Career Management
Needs-based and individually-tailored (rather than linear), and linked to
discussions held with line-managers/at appraisals regarding career
trajectory and development needs analysis
Different elements will be more relevant to different parts of the University flexible to reflect the diversity
Making researcher development more strategic and accessible
To launch during the 2013/14 academic session
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Solutions 2 - Research
Environment








A Researcher Concordat Sub-Committee (RCSC) established to support
and guide this work in this area, as well as being the custodian of the HR
Excellence in Research Award and Action Plan
Advanced proposals to introduce new Researcher Concordat Co-ordinators
- 8 or 9 broadly REF UOA aligned 0.1 FTE roles, to provide local leadership
on developing the careers of researchers
Major HR Career Pathways project looking to introduce a framework that
recognises and assists researchers at all stages of their career
Building a research community through cross-institutional events and efforts
to connect similar research practices (e.g. quantitative researchers'
network)
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Solutions 3 - Integrated Approach
to Academic CPD








Academic CPD project to facilitate the integration and connectivity of
academic staff development across the institution
Leaflet: https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B3QwgylEakZeDJVa1QzM3RzVUU/edit?usp=sharing&pli=1
Raises the profile of researcher development - giving it equal footing with
teacher development
Helps communicate to those in teaching departments interested in
undertaking research the development opportunities and support available
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Solutions - Discussion


A needs-based and individually-tailored researcher development
programme



Enhancing the research environment



Integration with learning and teaching CPD provision

Others?
- Capacity building
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And Finally


Thank you for listening and contributing



k.fildes@shu.ac.uk
@SHaRD_Programme
0114 225 3417
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Addendum - Discussion Summary










Challenge - recruiting, especially international, students if you don't
maintain a research profile
Opportunity - PhDs with placements (utilising existing UG experience and
industry contacts) + PhDs as CPD for industrial partners
Comment - the high level of career satisfaction is certainly down to
permanent contracts. These show that researchers are valued, whilst
individuals can see that they add value to the organisation because of the
variety of projects they work on. Their work, and development, is clearly
cumulative rather than discrete
Summary - if you want happy researchers, give them permanent contracts this case study provides strong new evidence for this. Other initiatives just
chip away at the edges
Summary - funding shouldn't be the overriding concern in researcher
development. It is important to be reminded that the focus should always
be on enhancing research cultures and working with individual researchers,
and that creative approaches can provide an alternative to large spending
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